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alpha-particles. However, this did hot influence on the value of the count of detected alpha-
particles.

The obtained results of angular distributions from the present measurements are well
approximated by functions of the type A(l + B*cos2(0)). Data were obtained in relative units.
The course of the excitation function curve of the reaction 7Li(p,ct)4He obtained from the
present measurements corresponds to the data of work [3].

The calculations of theoretical cross sections were conducted within the framework of a
method of the distorted waves with the using of the program DWLJCK5. The wave functions
of scattering were calculated with the using of optical potentials. The wave functions of bound
states were determined within the framework of cluster models. The results of calculations
agree with experimental data.
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Total external reflection of soft X-rays is widely used in many X-ray optic systems. At the

same time in the wavelength range of gamma rays the corresponding total external reflection

on macroscopic smooth surface hasn't been surely verified yet.

Samarkand microtron MT-22S with 33Ometer flying distance was used for a search

experiment of detecting gamma-ray total external reflection. Measured slip angles (i.e. angles

between incident ray and reflector surface) are negligible and don't exceed tens of micro-

radian. And it is a complicated problem to get required characteristics of collimating,

reflecting and detecting gamma rays. The experimental setup was described earlier. Here we
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report experimental results of very small-angle bremsstrahlung scattering only in comparison

with results of computer simulation by Monte-Carlo method.

It is continuous energy spectrum of bremsstrahlung gamma rays (described by Sniff

formula) that is the first characteristic property of the experiment. And it is air in the way of

gamma rays that is the second one. Continuous energy spectrum provides a use of some range

of reflector inclinations (but bounded above) that satisfy the conditions of the total reflection

for a corresponding part of gamma ray beam. As for air it absorbs gamma rays on their long

way to detectors lowering the ratio of searching effect to background.

Horizontal belt type bremsstrahlung beam was collimated for the experiment. So the

beam's horizontal acceptance was relatively wide (~ 34 mrad). A collimator with gap heights

of ]00, 50 and 20 u limited the beam in vertical that results in beam vertical divergences of

125, 62 and 25 urad, correspondingly. The gap height of 100 u used for positioning

procedure, and the ones of 50 and 20 )i used for measurements.

No separate peak of reflected gamma rays was observed at the experiment. However when

vertical profiles measured at the reflector inclinations of 0 and 40 urad are compared one can

see gamma ray intensity exceeding at the positions where reflected gamma rays could be in

the last case in accordance with made Monte-Carlo method simulation.
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The inclusive spectra of protons and a-particles emitted from proton induced reactions on
56Fe isotopes at Ep=29.9±0.1MeV in angular range 30-135° with the step 15° have been
measured on isochronous cyclotron U-150M of Institute of Nuclear Physics. Typically,
intensities between 40 and 180 nA have been utilized with a beam energy resolution of 0.3%.
The self-supporting isotopic enriched (95%) foil of 56Fe with thickness of 2.7 mg/cm2 in these
experiments has been used.

The two-detector telescope system (AE-E) registration of a-particles has been used. The
thicknesses of silicon detectors are AE-30 microns and E-2000 microns. Solid angle
subtended by a telescope of detectors was equal to Q=2.72*10"5 sr ±1%.

For registration and identification of protons in the whole energy range the same two-
detector telescope (AE-E) system has been used. It was consisted of silicon surface-barrier
ORTEC detector (100 micron) and a scintillation detector with a total absorption of Csl (Tl)
(25 mm). The solid angle subtended by a telescope of detectors is equal to Q=2.59*10~ sr.
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